A short discussion on two kinds of symmetry boundary conditions in the context of variational formulations and fmite element methods is presented. Applications indudiug modeling of open boundaries in computational fluid mechanics are discussed and a numerical example is presented.
SYMMETRY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND KIND
We begin with a model elliptic system related, for example, to the deformation of a twodimensional domain depicted in Figure 1 Formally the elliptic system can be again solved in the half of the domain R, this time with boundary conditions (1.6) along the x = 0 axis.
The interesting difference between the two types of symmetry boundary conditions appears when constructing the variational formulation of the problems. Multiplying the equations of equilibrium by a test function 6u and integrating by parts, we arrive at the usual boundary term of the form t * 6u = ts 6u+ t, h,
where t is the stress vector. Decomposing both the stress vector and the virtual displacement bu into normal and tangential components (to the boundary), we get 
0~ aY > Brl
In the special case )r = G this term reduces to (1.14)
x J 8n $uv, ds = 0, (1.15) due to the kinematic boundary conditions imposed on the top and bottom of the plate.
MODIFICATION OF THE BILINEAR FORM WITHOUT CHANGING THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
Including additional boundary integrals of the type (1.12) in the definition of the bilinear form may be equivalent to adding extra terms in the domain integral contribution to the bilinear form in such a way that the corresponding differential operator remains unchanged.
An example of such a procedure is given in [l] . Defining the bilinear form as The differential operator is in particular independent of c, and the form is easily proved to be coercive under regular assumptions. Consequently, relevant boundary conditions must be specified on such boundaries. An example for an application of the symmetry boundary conditions of second type would be a flow in an infinite horizontal duct. Assuming that, at a far enough distance, flow stabilizes, the symmetry boundary conditions may be implemented on the exit boundary. Notice that no extra information is necessary to apply these conditions. The symmetry boundary conditions have been successfully applied to model much more complex open boundary conditions resulting in perfect "fully absorbing" treatment of boundary terms. Figure 3 shows an example of a solution to the steady state Euler equations by means of the Taylor-Galerkin method decribed in [2] (A ow over a wedge problem). The top line of the domain is identified as a subsonic inflow/subsonic outflow boundary, gradually changing into supersonic outflow, and the right-hand side is a supersonic outflow boundary.
The symmetry boundary conditions applied along both boundaries result in no artificial reflection of the shock from the upper outflow boundary. 
